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PILOT LOG BOOKS
PROFESSIONAL PILOT LEATHER 

LOGBOOKS
These Professional Pilot Logbooks are the highest quality 
logbooks we have seen, and we are proud to make them 
available to Aircraft Spruce customers. They are designed 
and made to last a lifetime. Available in Aviation leather 
and brown leather which are styled to look like a log book 
dating back to the early days of aviation, as well as black 

leather which is standard in modern log books. Most are bound from 
cloth over cardboard or from patent or genuine patent leather. Both are 
substitutes for what we’re looking for. In fact, the genuine patent leathers 
are simply ‘paper’ leather glued onto cardboard. This logbook is bound 
from true leather. The log pages are designed to keep traditional logging 
info but to provide more flexibility. It has customary Date, Aircraft, Pilots, 
Route & Remarks sections. Each page is 8.5”x 9”; 20 entries per page; 
288 pages which allows for 2600 entries.  ..Aviation  
 Brown leather .............................P/N 1302139 .................... .
 Antique  Brown leather .............P/N 1302141 .................... .
 Black leather ..............................P/N 1302140 .................... .

JEPPESEN PROFESSIONAL LOGBOOK
This professional log book from Jeppesen, measur
ing 61/2” x 11” is constructed of sturdy, easytoread 
ledger paper & includes an elegant cover with a gold 
sticker in which you can write your name on.

 P/N 1321728 ......................... .

CLASSIC BLUE AERLOG®
TRIP & EXPENSE RECORD

 The Classic Blue Aerlog® is the original pocket sized, perma
nently sewnbound book, much like a traditional Master Log 
book, only smaller. The Aerlog® Classic makes transcribing to 

another Master log book unnecessary. The Classic Blue Aerlog® has a 
separate “pay section” that is preferred by pilots who like to keep their 
pay time right next to their flying time.  P/N 1320155 ......................

LEATHER LOGBOOKS
Inside the cover is an inserted looseleaf book that will 
allow replacement pages when required. The 6ring binder 
is designed so it can be replaced if damaged.  All metal 
parts of the book are 24K gold plated for endurance and 

lasting looks. The pages are made of special hand picked quality paper 
with follow through lines.  Has memorandum pages, annual flight totals, 
flight summary pages, notes, endorsement pages, vinyl document 
savers, and vinyl picture savers.  The Old World Leather Logbook has 
naturally embossed lettering. The Premier Leather Logbook has gold 
lettering. Size: 10” x 7”. 
 Old World Logbook (brown) .....P/N 1321955 ............... .
 Old World Logbook (terra) .......P/N 1321960 ............... .
 Premier Logbook (brown) ........P/N 1321755 ............... .

THE LITTLE MAROON AERLOG®
Designed for all pilots who record only their flying time and 
expenses.The Little Maroon Aerlog® has 224 loose pages that 
have a semiconcealed black wire binding. Water resistant vinyl 
cover.  Has the same proportional spacing and the convenient 

look and feel as the Classic Aerlog.  P/N 1304431 .................... .

STANDARD PILOT MASTER LOG BLACK
Hard cover, 6.5”x 11”, 278 pages.
 P/N 1332392 .................... .

STANDARD PILOT LOG BLACK
Hard cover, 7.5” x 4”, 100 pages..
 P/N 1332365 .................... .

STANDARD PILOT LOG BURGUNDY
Hard cover, 8” x 41/2”, 100 pages.
 P/N 1332360 .................... .

STANDARD PILOT LOG
NAVY BLUE

Hard cover, 5.5” x 8.5”, 110 pages. P/N 1332355 ........... .
FLIGHT CREW LOGBOOK

Created with the input of airline pilots & instructors, 
these shirtpocket size logs are designed for long last
ing and comprehensive recordkeeping on the road. 
Options are provided for tracking flight time, currency 
requirements, expenses, duty times, layovers, and 

much more. Soft cover, 108 pgs. P/N 1304432 .................... .
CREW FLIGHT LOG TIME & EXPENSE RECORD

With a durable high quality vinyl cover, this book is the 
world’s most usable flight crew log. Including an upgrad
ed calendar and unique guide to aviation info sources, 
Crew Flight Log meets both FAA & IRS recordkeeping 
requirements.   P/N 1304573 .................... .

MASTER LOGBOOK CASE
Durable nylon logbook cover sized to hold master 
logbook, charts, and other aviation essentials. Loop 
forpen or pencil, hook and loop closure, clear pockets 
for license and medical certificate. 7.5”x12”; hold log
books up to 6.5”x11”. P/N 1302311 .................... .

JEPPESEN PROFESSIONAL 
EUROPEAN LOGBOOK

Complies with JAR 1.080 regulations for logging flight 
time in Europe. handles 10 years of data. Size: 17.1 x 
28.6 cm P/N 1302212 ................. .

JEPPESEN PILOT LOGBOOK
Our 96page permanent record offers large flight time 
category spaces, arranged according to FAA regula
tions. Printed on “easyeye” green pages that resist 

“bleed through”. Size: 85/16” x 55/16” P/N 1321732 ................. .

LIGHTER LOG
Plugs into your aircraft’s lighter receptacle and tracks each 
flight effortlessly. Monitors the system voltage and warns of 
possible generator or electrical problems. Plug it in to any 
12 or 24volt system and forget it. Up to 500 flights may 

be recorded and stored in the internal memory for 10 years. Attach the 
LighterLog to any Windows 95/98/2000/Me personal computer using 
the included serial cable and download the flight records to the included 
Lighter Logbook software. Optionally attach the LighterLog to any indus
try compatible GPS or LORAN digital port and the LighterLog will record 
departure and destination information. If no GPS/LORAN is available, 
the Lighter Logbook software will list all airports within cruising range of 
the recorded flight time. Just point and click on the destination airport. 
Print familiar style logbooks from the computer whenever you like.
 P/N 1303299 ........................

LOG BOOK COVERS
These nylon logbook covers are very light weight but 
cover and protect your logbook very effectively. The nylon 
material is extremely durable and is washable. The cover 
features a holder for two pens and a velcro pocket on the 
back for licenses, gas receipt, and other documents.

Color Size Description PN Price
Black Medium JEPP 1304402 .
Black Medium ASA 1304403 .
Black Medium Sporty’s/Stafford 1304404 .
Blue Medium JEPP 1304405 .
Blue Medium ASA 1304406 .
Blue Medium Sporty’s/Stafford 1304407 .
Red Medium JEPP 1304408 .
Red Medium ASA 1304409 .
Red Medium Sporty’s/Stafford 1304410 .

Black Large JEPP 1304411 .
Black Large ASA 1304411 .
Black Large Sporty’s/Stafford 1304412 .
Blue Large JEPP 1304413 .
Blue Large ASA 1304413 .
Blue Large Sporty’s/Stafford 1304414 .
Red Large JEPP 1304415 .
Red Large ASA 1304415 .
Red Large Sporty’s/Stafford 1304416 .

PILOT LOGBOOK (ASA-SP-10)
This new introductory logbook is perfect for flight 
instructors and flight schools to start students out 
with an inexpensive logbook. With space for 16 
separate flight entries, a ground instruction log, 

several solo endorsements, and a separate log for each type of aircraft 
flown, this logbook is great for introductory flights, first flight lessons, pro
motional giveaways and more. P/N 1305670 .........................

POWDER PUFF PINK LOGBOOK
The Powder Puff Pilot standard logbook has a pink, 
protective hard cover with the Powder Puff Pilot logo 
on the front. It’s standard size (8¼ by 6¼ inches) 
with 52 pages of all the record keeping, endorse

ments, and flight log information that every pilot needs.  Inspirational 
quotes from the famous pioneers of women aviation sprinkled through
out to keep you motivated, inspired, and flying high.
 P/N 1306342 ......................

LOGBOOK ENDORSEMENT STICKERS
Can be used for Flight Reviews and Instrument Proficiency 
Checks, and comply with FAR 61.56 and FAR 61.57 on PIC 
recent flight experience and flight reviews. Each sticker mea

sures 2" H x 4"L. 10 stickers per sheet on white paper.
 P/N 1306585 ....................


